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DB28GS Grand Bleu
2019: De Bethune presents its first 100% sports watch.
This new chapter begins with a technical and elegant diver’s model.
A new calibre; water resistance to more than 100 metres; excellent readability
including in the darkest depths thanks to ingenious lighting inside the movement; a
different bezel that rotates this time with the crystal to indicate dive times; a titanium
case for a light feel and a rubber strap for convenience; along with a five-day power
reserve.
Placing innovation at the heart of the creative process. Adopting a continuity-based
approach with regard to the work undertaken by the master-watchmakers of the Age of
Enlightenment. Integrating creativity! Driving innovation! Veering firmly off the beaten
track! Not repeating, but instead inventing; pursuing ingenious reflection while
improving precision, reliability, readability and comfort: the DB28GS Grand Bleu was
designed and developed to be a resolutely sporty watch, adapted to the active life of
today's men, while cultivating the aesthetic elegance cherished by De Bethune.
Just 10 years ago, De Bethune began developing timepieces with a more
contemporary spirit with the first DB28. Already at that time, De Bethune's founder and
Master Watchmaker, Denis Flageollet, an outdoor sports enthusiast, felt the need to
create watches adapted to an active lifestyle. In 2015, the first DB28GS was launched.
Particularly ingenious lighting
Based on the observation that a sports watch must be perfectly readable in any kind of
weather and every possible situation, a special lighting system has been developed.
To illuminate the watch and the movement from the inside, the slightly bluish white
light source is produced by a fully mechanical means that works on the dynamo
principle.
The result is as simple as the lighting of a bicycle, fully mechanical with no electronics
and no battery. A pusher at 6 o'clock activates a small gear train driven by the twin
barrel. This gear train, by means of a miniature dynamo, provides the necessary
energy for lighting the watch. A few seconds of light is more than enough to read the
time, even in the middle of the night.
A bezel that rotates the crystal
The rotating bezel made its first appearance in watchmaking in 1952. It serves to
enable accurate calculation of immersion time, as well as the transition through
various decompression stops. of the different levels. Generally, all the numerals
relating to the minutes counter are indicated on the bezel, which tends to create a
more crowded visual effect.
For the DB28GS Grand Bleu, these indications appear on the sapphire crystal driven
by the bezel. This developed in the workshops of the Manufacture in L’Auberson
enables the model to remain elegantly slender and instils a pleasing casual chic
aesthetic.
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A new calibre, the 27th bearing the De Bethune signature
Hand-wound, with central seconds and a five-day power reserve indicated on the dial,
this is the 27th calibre entirely developed and manufactured by the Manufacture De
Bethune, equipped with a state-of-the-art in-house-made balance wheel.
The presence of the titanium / white gold balance wheel and balance-spring with flat
terminal curve ensures an ideal mass / inertia ratio for an optimal frequency of 28,800
vph suitable for wristwatches.
It is endowed with numerous properties – such as optimised efficiency, reliability,
regulating quality, thermo-compensation, anti-magnetism – leading to concrete results,
since De Bethune has already improved the efficiency of its sprung-balanceescapement ensemble by achieving a 20% increase in power reserve.
The calibre is also equipped with the triple pare chute system. De Bethune was not
only the first to design a bridge symmetrical held on both sides and thus serving to
maintain the balance wheel perfectly in position, but also added two shock absorbers
on either end as well as that of the balance wheel itself. Hence the name triple parechute.
Watertightness, shock-resistance, wearer comfort
Finally, the DB28GS Grand Bleu does not escape the special attention devoted to the
refined work of hand-crafted finishing performed within the company workshops in
L’Auberson, such as blued titanium components, zirconium case middle and Microlight
decoration.
Water-resistant to 105 metres (10 ATM), the DB28GS Grand Bleu is no exception to
the strict rule of wearer comfort that De Bethune applies to its models in general and
particularly to the DB28 collection. This exceptional comfort stems from a combination
of the light feel of the titanium case, the softness of its hand-polished finish, the 12
o’clock crown position and above all the presence of the patented system of floating
lugs that adapt to wrist size and movements.
For the DB28GS Grand Bleu, the lugs have been completely redesigned in a medium
size tailored to the sporting spirit of the watch, featuring the famous cones that are
especially prominent in this model and adorned with black zirconium inserts recalling
the sides of the case middle.
The model is delivered with two straps: a canvas version and a striated natural rubber
iteration with titanium folding clasp, which also contributes to the practical and
pleasant wearer comfort of this timepiece.
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A propos de De Bethune
Fondée en 2002, la Manufacture indépendante d’horlogerie De Bethune conçoit et produit elle-même
l’intégralité de ses garde-temps.
Confidentielle par sa production, De Bethune jouit d’une puissance de créativité hors pair et se
caractérise par le plus haut niveau de qualité et d’innovation dans le cercle très fermé de la Haute
Horlogerie suisse.
Depuis sa fondation, De Bethune a développé pas moins de 25 calibres, présenté une trentaine de
premières mondiales, de nombreux brevets ainsi que près de 150 pièces uniques. Ses garde-temps ont
été récompensés lors des plus grands concours internationaux.
A travers ses créations, De Bethune poursuit l’œuvre des grands maîtres horlogers du XVIIIème siècle dans
leur recherche d’une mesure du temps parfaite doublée d’un sens de l’esthétique absolu. Utilisant les
découvertes scientifiques et technologiques les plus modernes, ses efforts convergent pour inventer des
solutions uniques, novatrices et performantes.
Ne pas faire plus, mais faire mieux, s’inspirer du passé pour le réinventer à chaque instant et créer des
passerelles avec tous les domaines du savoir, tels sont les principes qui guident l’élaboration des
mécanismes et la création artistique.
Témoins de cette recherche de la perfection et de cette quête du beau, le style pur, les lignes tendues
et la finesse des boîtiers signent ensemble l’expression contemporaine de l’art horloger selon De Bethune.
Bâtisseur de l’horlogerie du XXIème siècle et gardien de la grande tradition, les pieds ancrés dans
l’histoire et la tête tournée vers l’avenir, De Bethune poursuit une démarche d’exception, entre art et
science.
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DB28GS Grand Bleu

Technical specifications
Name:
Reference:
Functions:
Movement:
Type:
Adjustment:

DB28GS Grand Bleu
DB28GSV2AN
Hours, Minutes, Seconds, Power reserve indication
between 9 and 10 o’clock, unidirectional rotating bezel,
manual dial lighting
DB2080
Mechanical hand-wound movement
Winding and setting the time by means of the crown (2
positions), push button at 6 o’clock to activate the
lightening

Technical features of calibre DB2080
Number of parts:
Jewelling:
Diameter:
Power reserve:

400
51 jewels
30 mm
5 days, ensured by a self-regulating twin barrel
De Bethune Innovation (2004)

Specificities:

Titanium/white gold balance wheel with white gold inserts,
optimised for temperature differences and air penetration
De Bethune Patent (2016)
"De Bethune" balance-spring with flat terminal curve
De Bethune Patent (2006)
Silicon escape wheel
Triple pare-chute shock-absorbing system
De Bethune Innovation (2005)
Dial lighting produced by an entirely mechanical means
working on the dynamo principle powered by a twin
barrel and manually controlled via a pusher
De Bethune Innovation (2019)

Frequency:

28,800 vibrations per hour

Adornment:

Mirror- polished grade 5 titanium motion-work bridge
Plate and barrel bridge covers in hand-smoothed grade 5
titanium and adorned with “Microlight engraving”
De Bethune Innovation (2007)
Hand-snailed barrels
Hand-polished and chamfered steel parts
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Display
Display:

Blued titanium hours and minutes hands with polished
steel insert and second blued steel insert, luminescent tip
Polished steel seconds hand with luminescent tip
Power-reserve indicator between 9 and 10 o’clock

Dial:

Satin-brushed grade 5 titanium minutes dial with cut-out
Arabic numerals
Rotating bezel crystal with metallised minutes ring

Case and strap
Case material:
Case diameter:
Case thickness:
Lugs:
Crystal:
Case back:
Water resistance:
Strap:
Buckle:

Black zirconium case middle with “Microlight” decoration,
brushed and polished grade 5 titanium caseback and
bezel
44 mm
12.8 mm
Floating lugs in brushed grade 5 titanium – De Bethune
Patent (2006)
In sapphire crystal (1800 Vickers hardness) with double
anti-reflective coating
open in brushed grade 5 titanium
10 ATM
Natural rubber strap + 1 canvas / leather strap
Folding clasp in brushed grade 5 titanium
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